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Abstract.

The decrease of Arctic

sea ice volume

is investi-

gated using a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model. The

modelwas forcedwith NCEP/NCAR reanalysiswinds and
surface air temperatures in a hindcast simulation of the period 1958-1998. The simulation reveals pronounced decadal

variability (10-12 years) alongwith a significantlinear negative

trend

of total

Arctic

sea ice volume

which

amounts

to -4%/decade. The decreaseis apparentthroughoutthe
annual cycle with largest amplitudes from September to
December. Regionally the strongest thinning of ice thickness occurs in the East Siberian Sea with magnitudes up

to-30cm/decade. The simulationalso revealssomepositive trendsin the Baffin Bay/Labrador Seaand north of the

mean ice draft by about 1.3m in most of the deep water
portion of the Arctic ocean.
However, for estimating long-term changes of large scale
sea ice quantities observations suffer from the relatively
shortnessof the available time series and partly from a small
spatial coverage. In this paper we analyse a hindcast experiment with a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model forced
with atmospheric data from 1958-1998 to study long-term
changes of the Arctic sea ice volume.

Model Description
Design

Canadian Archipelago.

and Experimental

An optimized dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model

[Lernkeet al., 1997; Harder et al., 1998] with viscousplastictheology[Hibler,1979]and seventhermodynamicice-

Introduction
Climate model projections of a future climate change due
to increased greenhousegas concentrations show a maximum
annual mean warming near the surface in the high northern

latitudes [Houghton,1996]. This warmingis alignedwith
a retreat of sea ice. Sensitivity experiments with a sophis-

ticated sea ice model [Fischerand Lernke,1994] have revealed that the sea ice cover is most strongly affected by

the surfaceair temperature (SAT) and the surfacewind

thickness categories is used. The model domain spans the
entire Arctic

ocean and extents southward

to about 55øN in

the North Atlantic region(seeFig. 4). The modelequations
are solved on a rotated, spherical grid with a horizontal resolution of 1ø x 1ø using a daily time step. Daily fields of 2 msurface air temperature and 10 m-surface winds taken from

the National Center of EnvironmentalPrediction/National
Center of AtmosphericResearch (NCEP/NCAR) reanalyis project [Kalnay et al., 1996] for the period 1958-1998

field. Other forcing parameters play a minor role. Hence were used to force the model. Forcing fields of precipitait can be expected that changesin these forcing quantities tion, total cloud coverage and humidity were derived from
leave their imprint on the sea ice cover. From observations the European Centre of Medium Range Weather Forecastthere is evidence that Northern Hemisphere SAT has risen

ing (ECMWF) 15-yearreanalysisproject (ERA-15) [Gibson
by about half a degreewithin the 20th century [e.g. Chap- et al., 1997] and were prescribedas a mean annual cycle.
man and Walsh,1993; Jones,1994]. Changesof the wind The mean annual cycle of oceanic heat flux and the mean

field in the Arctic towards a more cyclonic circulation are

ocean currents were derived from an integration of a cou-

reportedby Walsh et al. [1996],who describea decrease pled sea ice-oceanmodel [C. Koeberle,AWI Bremerhaven,
of central Arctic sealevel pressure(SLP) over the last two Germany,personalcommunication].
decadesbeing most pronouncedsincethe late 1980s. An increasingnumber of observational studies, based on satellite
derived ice concentrations, report a reduction of Arctic sea

For the spin-up integration, starting from an ice-free
ocean, the model was repeatedly forced with a standard
forcing to reach a near equilibrium state. Instead of using a mean annual cycle of SAT and winds, we used the

ice during the last two decades[Bj•rgo et al., 1997; Cavalieri et al., 1997]. In recentpapersParkinsonet al. [1999] 1986data of NCEP/NCAR 2 m-surfaceair temperatureand
and Gloersenet al. [1999]report a statisticallysignificant 10 m-surface winds as a standard forcing. This avoids probnegativetrend of -2.8 %/decadein Arctic seaice extent and lems which occur when using averaged wind vectors. The
sea ice area derived from an 18-years satellite based dataset

year 1986 was choosen, because it represents a 'normal'

(1978-1996).Moreover,Johanessen
et al. [1999]foundfrom year within the 41-yearperiodof the NCEP/NCAR dataset.
satelliteobservationsa reductionof the winter (November- That is, the principal componentsof the first three empirical
March) multiyearice area of-7%/decade, thus indicating orthogonal functions of anomalous monthly means of SAT
a change of the nature of the perennial ice pack. Rothrock

and SLP have a near zero-crossingat this time. A 41-year

et al. [1999]analysedseaice draft data acquiredon subma- control integration using the standard forcing reveals that

rine cruisesfor the periods 1993-1997 and 1958-1976. They
found, at least during the summer season,a decreaseof the

even after a spin-up integration for 500 years there remains
still a slight increase of the modelled total sea ice volume of

of 0.01%/decade.
Copyright2000 by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
Papernmnber2000GL011403
0094-8276/00/2000GL011403505.00

To

estimate

the

influence

of the

initial

conditions

on

the simulation results, an additional 41-year integration
was performed. Here, the model was repeatedly forced
with the atmospheric data from 1958, the first year of the
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Figure 1. Temporal change of total Arctic sea ice volume.
Annual means (solid with squares)and linear least squaresfit

(dashed)of total Arcticseaicevolume(103 km3) areshown.Estimates are influenced by the initial conditions during the first

three years (vertical dotted line).

NCEP/NCAR dataset. From an analysisof the annualmean
ice volume

time

series of this simulation

it was found

that

Figure 3. Annualcycleof the long-termtrendsof seaice volume
(%) relative to the overall mean value. Linear regressionsof the
monthly mean anomalies from the mean annum cycle of sea ice
volume were calculated. Again, only data for the period 19611998 were used.

The total

sea ice volume

is defined

as the sum over the

ice thicknessesat each grid point multiplied by their grid
cell area. The long-term mean value of the total sea ice volume in the model domain amounts to 30.2.103 km 3 within

the difference to the ice volume at the end of this integration has an e-folding time of roughly three years. That is,
the annual mean ice volume of the first three years of the the period 1961-1998. However,the annualmeans(Fig. 1)
show large variability about this mean state with a stansimulation is significantly affected by the initial field. Therefore, the first three years were excluded from the subsequent darddeviationof 1.9.103km3, that is, 6 % of the long-term
mean. The simulation yields three relative maxima of ice
analysis.
volume, which occured around the years 1966, 1977 and
1987. Although the time seriesis rather short, a spectral
Simulated Variability and Trends
The simulated mean state is very similiar to that de-

analysisof the annualmeantime series(1961-1998) reveals
a highly significantpeak at periodsof 10-12 years(Fig. 2).

scribedin Hilmer et al. [1998](their Fig. 1). Relatively Beyond these decadal fluctuations, there is a linear decrease
smallice thicknesses
occurin the easternArctic (1-2 m) in- of Arctic sea ice volume of-4%/decade (relative to the
creasing westward up to 5-6 m in the region north of Green- overallmean), whichis statisticallysignificantat the 95 %land and Ellesmere Island. At the North Pole, the model confidencelevel (for details concerningthe test see legend
predicts ice thicknessesof 3-4 m.
in Fig. 4). The trend wasestimatedby applyinglinear least
squares regression to the annual mean values for the period
1961-1998.

The negative trend showsa pronounced seasonality; the
largest decrease occurs in autumn with magnitudes up

108

10

to -4.8 %/decade (relative to the overall long-term mean
value), whereasthe smallesttrends (-2.8%/decade) are
found in spring(Fig. 3). This seasonaldependencecannot

7

be explained by the seasonalcycle of the SAT trends alone,
but is obviously a complex nonlinear responseto thermodynamic and dynamic forcing. Due to the nonlinearity of the

99 %
95 %

106

AR(1)

105
0.01

heat conductionequation[Semtner,1976]thin ice is more
sensibleto temperaturevariationsthan thick ice [seealso
Fischer and Lemke,1994]. For the modeldomain,the SAT
forcing showslargest increasesin spring, whereas nearly no

0.10

1.00

Frequency[1/yr]

trend is apparentduringthe monthsJuly to September(not
shown).However,duringthe melt seasonthe SAT is locked
to the melting temperature of snow and ice when sea ice

Figure 2. Powerspectrumof modelledtotal Arctic seaice vol- is present. Smith [1998]has shownfrom both passivemiume for the period 1961-1998 (solidline with squares).The spec- crowavedata and NCEP/NCAR reanalysisSATs that the
trum of a first order auto-regressive
processis underlined(solid)
alongwith the 95 %-(dotted) and 99 %-(dashed)confidencelevels
at which the local null-hypothesis of 'red noise' can be rejected.
The probability for the just-by-chance occurenceof three or more
spectral peaks above the local 99 %-confidencelevel is 2.3 %. This
global test is based on 10 000 realizations of the 'red noise' null
hypothesis. The spectra were estimated by taking the Fourier
transform of the autocovariance function using a Bartlett-window
with a maximum lag of 19 years.

length of the melt seasonhas increased by 8% per decade
for the period 1979-1996 and that this increase can be attributed mainly to a positive trend in the freeze-up date
usually occuring in early September.

Regionally,
the icethickness
trendsreflectroughlyth•
inverse of the SAT trend pattern. Arctic SAT trends are

described,e.g., by Chapmanand Walsh[1993]and Serreze
et al. [2000]. The model showsa thinning of sea ice in
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field only have revealed that this region of maximum thinning can mainly be attributed to changes of SAT rather
than to circulation changeswhich come along with the SLP
decrease. Moderate trends are found in the region from
the North Pole to Fram Strait with magnitudes between

'a)

-15 cm/decadeand -20 cm/decade.
The thinnning of sea ice in the region upstream of Fram
Strait may influence the long-term characteristics of the ice
volume export out of the Arctic ocean. This etttux is determined by both, the thickness of the ice entering Fram
Strait and its southerly drift speed component. Whereas

!
!

the ice thickness

has decreased

over the last

four

decades

the southward component of ice drift speed has increased

(not shown). As a result of these opposingtrends there is
no significant long-term change of the modelled ice volume

export throughFram Strait (slight decreaseof 0.2 %/decade
relative to the long-termmean of 0.085$v).

Trend[m/decade]
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In the Beaufort Sea, the negative trends are rather small
and trends are positive north of the Canadian Archipelago.
These positive trends are presumably caused by dynamical
effects, because the SAT forcing exhibits a positive trend in
this region too. Due to a decreaseof SLP the Beaufort Gyre
has weakened and, as a consequence,less ice was advected
out of this region. An increase of ice thickness in this region
is consistent with a positive trend in sea ice concentration

as reportedby Gloersenet al. [1999].
The statisticalsignificanceof trendsdepends(besidesthe
length of the sample) on the signal-to-noiseratio between
the trend and higher frequency fluctuations of the considered time series. Figure 4b shows the spatial structure of
the interannual "noise" of simulated ice thickness. Largest
amplitudes of the standard deviations are found in the East
Siberian Sea and in the Beaufort Sea with magnitudes up to
1.2 m. Except for the ice edges, where the long-term mean
ice thicknessesare small, a relative minimum of interannual
ice thickness variability appears in the region around the
North Pole with standard deviations of 0.2-0.4m.
Thus,
even moderate trends in this area are almost everywhere

significant(Fig. 4a).
Standard Deviation[m]

0.00 0.20 0.40 0,60 0.80 1,00 1.20 1.40 1.6-(•

Figure 4. Long-term trends and interannualvariability of simulated Arctic ice thicknessfrom 1961 to 1998. (a) The slopesof
the linear regressionsof annual mean ice thicknesses(m/decade)
for each grid point are shown. The significance of the trends was
tested against the null-hypotheses 'no negative trend' or 'no positive trend', respectively, using a two-sided Mann-Kendall-test.
Prior to the test the time series were prewhitened. This avoids a

liberal test due to serialcorrelation[van Starchand Zwiers, 1999].
Statistically significantvalueson the 90 %-(95 %-)confidencelevel
are indicated by small (large) dots. (b) The standard deviations
of annual mean ice thicknesses(m) for each grid point is shown.
The crossesin each plot mark the model domain.

Discussion

and

Conclusions

Overall, the simulated trend pattern resulting from our
simulation agrees fairly well with the pattern of ice draft
changesbased on submarine data between the periods 1993-

1997and 1958-1976,describedby Rothrocket al. [1999].By
taking into account the decadal variations of the modelled
ice volume we supposethat the long-term change of ice volume derived from ice draft data for these two periods may be
overestimated. Moreover, data from the end of the melt season were analysed--the time of the year when the simulation

yields enhanceddecreaseof seaice volume (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the reduction of the modelled total sea ice volume
of-15% over the last 38 years represents an undoubtedly

strongclimatesignal.As discussed
by Rothrocket al. [1999]
observational

data

of the

1990s show a continuation

of the

most parts of the Arctic ocean and an increase in the Baf-

thinning. Deviding the modelled ice volume time series into

fin Bay/Labrador Sea region (Fig. 4a). Within the Arctic

three partly overlapping12-yearperiods (1964-1975, 19761986, 1987-1998) it turns out that the decreasewithin the

ocean, the strongest thinning occurs in a region extending
from the North Pole to the East Siberian Sea with mag-

nitudesup to -30 cm/decadeeast of the New Siberian Islands. Sensitivitysimulations(not shown)includinginterannual and longer-term variability of either SAT or the wind

last twelve years was three to six times larger than within
the previous periods.
In summary, a hindcast experiment with a dynamicthermodynamic sea ice model forced with realistically atmo-
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spheric data reveals a net reduction of Arctic sea ice volume

of-4 %/decade. Consistentwith observationalstudiesthe
largest thinning occurs in the eastern Arctic. Because the
ice export out of the Arctic ocean did not increased,the net
thinning of Arctic sea ice can mainly be explained by less
freezing during autumn and early winter.
It is noteworthy, that the sea ice model can only respond
to changes which arise from the SAT and wind field forcing. The simulation does not include possiblecontributions
from other forcing parameters to the changesof sea ice like,

for example, the hydrologicalcycle (e.g. changesin precipitation, evaporation,river discharges,and cloudiness)or
oceanicprocesses
(e.g. changesof oceanicheat flux or current systems)on interannualor longertime scales.
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